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Product – Traditional | Acland Cream 
Architect – Clare Cousins | Photography – Tess Kelly Photography

Iconically Australian
–
Born in Melbourne, with it’s subtly-
textured faces and crisply-defined 
edges, Nubrik encapsulates the 
colours, qualities and lifestyle that 
Australians have come to admire.
This carefully selected, premium collection 
of pressed bricks are used in prestigious 
homes and buildings throughout the 
country, and will instantly create a look 
and feel that will never grow old.
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Authentic Design
–
Originality is an essential quality of style. 
Nubrik has remained true to its core 
principles for close to a century, and 
produces rich colour blends, found only in 
genuine pressed bricks. This gives Nubrik 
an air of glamour and sophistication, making 
it a versatile architectural choice, able to 
fit looks both classic and contemporary.

Product – Traditional | Chapel Red
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Architect – Ritz and Ghougassian | Photography – Tom Ross

Evolution of Shape and Colour
–
Acknowledged by generations of discerning 
architects, builders and home-owners, 
Nubrik’s timeless appeal has allowed it to 
remain desirable no matter what is currently 
in vogue. With colours and shapes to entice 
individuality and personality, this premium 
range’s traditional yet cutting edge character, 
make it ready to take on the next 100 years.
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Designed to Last
–
Natural and authentic design 
that is strong and reliable.

Product – Traditional | Chapel Red

1.
Low maintenance
No need to paint or use and apply other 
treatments to maintain their aesthetics 
and durability. They are strong, reliable 
and relatively maintenance free.  

2.
Expansive range
Brick’s natural colours and textures 
enable you to create both striking 
façade contrasts and more traditional 
neutral colour schemes.

3.
Superior strength
Clay products are stronger than other 
light weight materials and also provide 
a safer and more secure home from the 
outside environment.

4.
Affordable
Bricks are a cost effective solution 
to increase the value of your 
investment or project from day one.

5.
Energy efficient 
Combined with intelligent passive 
building design, clay bricks can help 
moderate building temperatures 
and reduce energy consumption.

6.
Sustainable
Clay is a natural resource which has 
been used for centuries because it 
retains its colour forever as well as its 
durability. Architects, engineers and 
specifiers continue to appreciate the 
advantages of using clay products.

7.
Peace of mind guaranteed
Nubrik bricks are backed by 
an exclusive Brickworks 100 
year product warranty.
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1

New Arrivals

– Nubrik Australis p¹⁶ 
– Nubrik 290 p¹⁸ 



Nubrik Australis
Developed over months of trials in our 
Wollert plant, our research and development 
team has achieved something genuinely 
special – a pressed brick with timelessly 
beautiful subtle marbling. It allows the clay to 
mimic natural rock, creating distinctive and 
appealing naturally multicoloured tones.

Colours 

Wave Rock Murray Sunset

Coorong Hotham Peak

Product – Nubrik Australis | From left to right: Murray Sunset, Wave Rock, Hotham Peak, Coorong16

Made in VIC 



18 1919

Nubrik 290
Sleek and refined, our Nubrik pressed bricks now 
come in a new linear format of 290 x 110 x 50mm. 
Available in any of the Nubrik Australis, Artisan and 
Traditional colourways, this new format brings a 
refined contemporary edge to the Nubrik portfolio.

Colours 

Chapel Red 

NB: Available in all Nubrik Australis, 
Artisan and Traditional colours

Product – Nubrik 290 | Chapel Red

Made in VIC 
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– Traditional p²² 
– Artisan p²⁴ 
– Laneway p²⁶ 
– Laneway Blends p²⁸

2

Premium  
Pressed Bricks



Traditional
100 years is enough time to establish a tradition, 
and time enough to prove a point. For a century or 
more Nubrik’s brick presses have been moulding 
solid, authentic pressed bricks in this premium 
selection. With their crisp, sharp edges Nubrik 
Traditional bricks exude quality and will endure 
for generations to come. Their elegance and 
honesty, rich colour blends and pressed face 
textures make them extremely popular with the 
discerning architect, builder and homeowner. 
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Product – Traditional | Acland Cream
Architect – Ritz and Ghougassian | Photographer – Tom Ross

Colours

Acland Cream Belmore Grey* Domain Terracotta*

Chapel Red Lygon Coffee* Spencer Tan*

* Made to order, please allow 12 weeks lead time.

Made in VIC 



Artisan
Nubrik Artisan draws inspiration from Victoria’s 
frosty alpine environments with their palette of 
cool grey contemporary winter hues. This range 
combines a modern grey colour palette with the 
traditional quality and cachet found in genuine 
pressed brick. Suitable for both external facades 
that make a bold statement or as moody internal 
features, the Nubrik Artisan range perfectly 
complements modern living, style and design.
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Colours

Avalanche Aurora

Tundra Wolf

Product – Artisan | Wolf

Made in VIC 
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Laneway
Inspired by the character and rustic charm of 
Melbourne’s famous back streets and laneways. 
With their inner city character and sometimes bold 
colour variations,this double sided brick can show 
manufacturing marks and kiln burns that reflect the 
age-old authenticity of the materials. Made using 
traditional presses, each brick has an authentic look 
and a genuine presence to give an age-old grounding 
to even the most contemporary of applications.

Product – Laneway | Weathered Red

Colours

Weathered Red Brunswick Blue

Hardware Grey* Hosier Bluestone*

* Made to order, please allow 12 weeks lead time.

Made in VIC 
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Laneway Blends
Laneway Bricks are ideally suited for blending on site for a 
custom “remastered” look. Designers can use Weathered 
Red as the base brick colour, adding blacks and whites 
as desired for the individual blend they prefer. Packs 
of individual products will be delivered and bricklayers 
can blend from the packs for the desired effect. The 
bricks are double sided, usually with heavier markings 
and character on the back. Fronts and backs can be 
blended as desired for the right effect for each project. 

We recommend a small dry stack wall of 1 – 2m2 

be laid out as a reference panel for each blend.

Weathered Bricks
These bricks are an accessory product to be blended 
on site with one of the Laneway bricks. The white and 
black colour is a fired on clay based colour that varies 
from full to only partial coverage. The colour is on the 
face only of a red brick and any excess bricks can be 
laid back out as one of the red bricks in the blend.

Custom Blends

Blend 1
(Typical red based blend)

Blend Percentages

Blends Weathered  
Red 

Weathered  
Whites 

Weathered  
Blacks 

Packs*

Blend 1 85% 10% 5% 17:2:1

Weathered Bricks

Weathered Whites Weathered Blacks

* For an order of 8000 bricks

Made in VIC Made in VIC 
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Mortex 
–
Mortex is a factory manufactured, quality assured 
premixed M4 rated mortar solution. Its consistency 
can save labour time, increase efficiency, remove 
the need for on site blending, and it is compliant 
with AS3700:2018. Mortex takes the guess work 
out of mortar blending and reduces the potential 
for under strength, non compliant mortar use. 

Mortar Colours 
–
White mortar is currently the most popular colour. This is made 
by mixing light coloured cement and white sand and results in 
a traditional brick and mortar look. Mortar can be coloured by 
adding powdered or liquid pigments to the mortar as it is being 
mixed by the bricklayer. It can also be tinted to match the brick 
colour, giving a very even wall colour. Please confirm with your 
bricklayer what their mortar colouring offering is before making 
your final decision.

 For more information 

Please visit our website  
australbricks.com.au/VIC/
product/Mortex

Recommended Mortar Finishes 
–
There are four common mortar finishes and these various 
finishes result in different shadow lines on the wall. A raked 
finish will create a deep shadow in the mortar joint. This brings 
out the horizontal lines of the brickwork (and the vertical lines 
to a lesser extent) and it is the most common finish. Ironed 
and struck joints also create shadow lines, but these are much 
finer and more subtle. A flush joint doesn’t allow shadow lines 
to form at all, giving the wall a flatter, more unified look. Using a 
mortar colour to match the brick will take this a step further.

* Please refer to the Mortex Charcoal Technical Data Sheet  
 for installation and cleaning guidelines before use.

Raked Ironed

Struck Flush

Standard Colours

Mortex White Mortex Grey Mortex Charcoal*

Custom Colours

Limestone Pebble Bark

Pewter Nickel Oak

Gumnut
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3

Technical Guide

– Special Shapes p³⁴ 
– Product Details p³⁶
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Nubrik Plinth*

Nubrik Bullnose*

Nubrik Sill*Nubrik Squint* Nubrik Reveal*

Single Bullnose CB9

CB Sill

Double Bullnose CB10

Squint CB15 Reveal CB47

Plinth CB5 Plinth CB6 (LH) Plinth CB7 (RH)

Special Shapes
–
Shaped bricks are used in conjunction with 
standard bricks to create distinctive architectural 
features, adding detail and appeal. Unlike 
polystyrene or fibreglass mouldings that are 
simply glued into place, shaped bricks are as 
durable and colourfast as conventional bricks 
and are available in a variety of colours.

* All Nubrik shaped bricks are made to order, please allow 12 weeks lead time. 
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EXP = Exposure grade
Suitable for use in external walls 
exposed to aggressive environments, 
such as; areas subjected to salts in 
the soil, adjacent material or ground 
water, in coastal areas exposed to 
attack from windborne salt spray, 
or retaining walls subjected to 
fertilisers and ground salts.

GP = General purpose
Suitable for internal and external 
walls only when above a sheet or 
membrane damp-proof course and 
protected by an adequate coping, 
eaves, roof or similar top covering. 
These units should not be directly 
exposed to saline environments.

Solar absorptance rating
In the design of energy efficient 
buildings, architects and consulting 
engineers need to be able to calculate 
the heat loss or gain of materials 
used to construct these buildings. 

For this reason, our product range 
has been categorised into the 
below three colour groups: 

Light (L) < 0.475 
Medium (M) 0.475 - 0.70 
Dark (D) > 0.70 

Laneway Made in VIC

Product Durability Class Solar Rating Colour Group Size (mm)

Brunswick Blue EXP M   Red 230L x 110W x 76H

Hardware Grey EXP M   Warm Grey 230L x 110W x 76H

Hosier Bluestone EXP M   Cool Grey 230L x 110W x 76H

Weathered Red EXP M   Red 230L x 110W x 76H

Traditional Made in VIC

Product Durability Class Solar Rating Colour Group Size (mm)

Acland Cream EXP M   Cream 230L x 110W x 76H

Belmore Grey EXP M   Tan 230L x 110W x 76H

Chapel Red EXP M   Red 230L x 110W x 76H

Domain Terracotta EXP M   Red 230L x 110W x 76H

Lygon Coffee EXP M   Tan 230L x 110W x 76H

Spencer Tan EXP D   Brown 230L x 110W x 76H

Artisan Made in VIC

Product Durability Class Solar Rating Colour Group Size (mm)

Aurora EXP D   Cool Grey 230L x 110W x 76H

Avalanche EXP M   White 230L x 110W x 76H

Tundra EXP M   Cool Grey 230L x 110W x 76H

Wolf EXP D   Brown 230L x 110W x 76H

Product Details
–

Nubrik Australis Made in VIC

Range Product Durability Class Solar Rating Colour Group Size (mm)

- Wave Rock EXP L   Cream 230L x 110W x 76H

Murray Sunset EXP M   Cream 230L x 110W x 76H

Coorong EXP M   Tan 230L x 110W x 76H

Hotham Peak EXP L   Brown 230L x 110W x 76H

Nubrik 290 Made in VIC

Range Product Durability Class Solar Rating Colour Group Size (mm)

-

Available in all 
Nubrik Australis,
Artisan and  
Traditional colours

EXP - - 290L x 110W x 50H
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Discover More 
–
Inspiration doesn't always come naturally, and 
your project is going to be there for a long time, 
so it’s worth taking your time to enjoy the creative 
process. From visiting us at our Design Studios, 
and exploring our iVisualise Tools online, to 
chatting in person or over the phone, we’re  
here to help.

Create 
–
iVisualise Tools
Using artificial intelligence and  
digital technology, you’re now able  
to experience colours, forms and profiles 
with our online colour visualisation tool. 
iVisualise helps make selection seamless 
and simple – whether you’re looking  
for a traditional product, or something 
more contemporary.

Learn 
–
Colour Consultations
Building or renovating a home is  
a major investment – and it should 
be an enjoyable experience for you. 
We can help with a one-to-one colour 
consultation where our experts can  
guide you on colour trends, the right  
fit and style, and ideas that will give  
you a genuinely individual look.

Discover 
–
Brickworks Design Studios
Your local Brickworks design studio  
is a one-stop destination for advice and 
inspiration, where you can experience  
the quality of our product range first- 
hand. Our experienced consultants will 
guide you through the range and help 
you find the best possible solution for 
your project – within your budget. 

Book.  
australbricks.com.au/style-inspiration

Visit.  
australbricks.com.au/ivisualise

Call.  
13 Brick
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Backed by Brickworks
–
Local expertise. Global quality. Brickworks 
Building Products is one of Australia’s biggest 
building material producers. With heritage going 
all the way back to one of Australia’s founding 
brick producers, we’re proud of our reputation 
for design, innovation and sustainability.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR 

NORTH AMERICA

AUSTRALIA



42 The product images in our brochures give a general indication of colour for your preliminary selection.
We also recommend you view current product samples before making your final selections.

Sydney
Tel. 02 9611 4200  
2 Barrack Street  
Sydney NSW 2000

Melbourne
Tel. 03 8621 7777  
367 Collins Street  
Melbourne VIC 3000

Brisbane
Tel. 07 3634 5604  
27 James Street  
Fortitude Valley QLD 4006

Adelaide
Tel. 08 8443 2222  
70 Hindmarsh Square 
Adelaide SA 5000

Perth
Tel. 08 6332 5800  
67 King Street  
Perth WA 6000

Hobart
Tel. 03 6212 9120  
7-9 Franklin Wharf  
Hobart TAS 7000

Design Studios

Follow us

Visit. nubrik.com.au 
Call. 13 Brick

Get in Touch 
–
For more information, advice 
and samples get in touch 
with the Nubrik team.



Visit. nubrik.com.au 
Call. 13 Brick


